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On July 1st of twenty years ago we launched the rst issue of JHEP. It was a real challenge
to try the adventure of a scientic journal thought and managed by scientists, independent
of private or institutional publishers. The idea was that physicists who were performing
the work, writing the papers, and refereeing those of their peers, could also edit them
in an electronic format. Thus, at a limited cost which could be handled by academic or
scientic institutions, giving open access to the published information, and avoiding the
heavy burden at that time placed on our libraries.
In order to avoid the failure that | as we well remember { was predicted to us
by publishing companies and institutions, we needed the active support of the scientic
community. A support in collaborating to the scrutiny of papers and scientic policies
but, mainly, in sending to us their good papers. We contacted in that sense several of
our most active and renowned colleagues, restricting of course to our high energy physics
eld. We received many enthusiastic responses as can be specically seen from the papers
that appear in the rst issues of the journal, as well as the respected names listed in the
advisory and in the editorial boards featuring in the opening page of the rst issue of JHEP
attached to this letter.
We were optimists, but perhaps not as much as to foresee the success of the journal,
which, in his rst 20 years, turned out to be one of the most (if not the most) prestigious
one in our eld. Success for which | as rst project chairman and executive editor |
we must essentially thank the scientic community who supported JHEP by considering it
\their journal", as was our intention from the start.
In this occasion we would like to recall the important contribution of Marco Fabbrichesi
who designed the software on which the journal is based, and the technical personnel who
implemented it and made it work. It is our pleasure to mention also the ecient editorial
oce, who liaised with intelligence and sympathy with authors, referees and editors. And,
of course, the subsequent JHEP Directors (Hector Rubinstein and Marc Henneaux) who
reinforced with devotion and success the JHEP scientic standard and its connection with
the community.
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